
Cathy’s Key Updates (her comments are in italics)
24 to 30 January 2024
(All Bible Scripture references are from the KJV unless otherwise indicated)
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

24 January

>☕ Yes, while enjoying my daily coffee, I came across this noxious announcement. Honestly,
this weffy brew gets iffier by the day! Why are our life's simple pleasures so irritating to the
delites? Note the staggered "um's", and "and's" this poor coerced mouthpiece is trying to get out
— like, it's even painful for him to say it, let alone for us to hear it! Anyway, more proof as to why
we need to stay awake, full of beans and smelling the coffee! Move aside, tempest in a teacup!
Now we've got crisis in a coffee mug!🤦
"World Economic Forum Says Drinking Coffee Causes Climate Change" - .41 sec vid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LX6qTC7KGKs

>🌊 "And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring." (Lk.21:25)
• "Giant wave crashes into US Army base in Marshall Islands, breaks down doors: Watch"
(Excerpts:) "Erik D. Hanson, a diver living nearby in the Kwajalein Atoll, shared the video on
Instagram, along with some clarifications. 'Now that I’ve heard everyone from this event is ok I’m
finally posting the video. Roi Namur island was hit hard by several huge waves Saturday night.
It was NOT a tsunami as many other sites that stole my video are saying. No other islands were
affected.'":
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/us-news/giant-wave-crashes-into-us-army-base-in-
marshall-islands-breaks-down-doors-watch-101705978071102.html
- and -
• "Flash floods inundated homes in San Diego: 'It's never been that bad'":
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2024/jan/23/flash-floods-inundate-homes-in-san-diego-its
-never-been-that-bad

>🤔 "Lebanon expects Russia to play major role in resolving Middle East crisis — top
diplomat":
https://tass.com/world/1735917

>🤨 Follow-on from KU post of 22 January.
"Victoria Nuland Plan To Destroy Nuclear Power Plant And Blame Russia - The US State
Department’s relentless plan to control Russia" - 4.48 min vid along with its transcript:
https://gregreese.substack.com/p/victoria-nuland-plan-to-destroy-nuclear?r=1pll0h&utm_campai
gn=post&utm_medium=web

>🎉 Professional proofreaders, take heart! We're still needed! (Maybe AI called in sick on
Monday!?🤣)
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"Awkward blunder for US Today Show as closed caption reads King Charles is to
undergo 'prostitute surgery'"
(Excerpt:) "The Today Show suffered an awkward blunder on Monday as its closed captions
said King Charles was set to undergo 'prostitute surgery'. The highly-watched US morning show,
which airs on NBC, was reporting on the king's recent surgery for an enlarged prostate. But
instead of reporting about the medical procedure, the caption read the king was to have
'prostitute surgery'.":
https://freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/4212262/posts

25 January

>🙏✝🙏 "Praying for national [and worldwide!] revival in 2024 - The right way for
Christians to mark the new year"
(Excerpt:) "Amid all this chaos, some believers might understandably be tempted to despair. But
that would be the wrong response. Instead, as we begin this new year, we should pray for
revival.":
https://wng.org/opinions/praying-for-national-revival-in-2024-1703561278

>😤 Former Aussie PM lands cushy new jobs in the US Military-Industrial Complex, about
which a member of the Australian Citizens Party has said, "How blatant does it have to get
before Aussies get it? He didn't serve us. He served, & serves, the US war machine." - God help
me not to reach fever pitch on this! Go then, Scott! Garner more blood money for v_xing
Australia, but you'll not get off scott-free!"Woe unto the wicked! It shall be ill with him: I will
punish you according to the fruit of your doings, saith the LORD, that ye may know that My
words shall surely stand against you for evil." (Isa.3:11a; Jer.21:14a; 44:29b)
"Former prime minister Scott Morrison’s has quit politics, revealed he’s already accepted
two new jobs":
https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/scomo-quits-politics-former-prime-minis
ter-scott-morrisons-surprising-new-job/news-story/ef11f0aee5c066cca8ab1c0047f82b01

>💥 "Yemen Could Become Algeria For the US"
(Excerpts:) "'Algeria was the last [throes] of the French imperialist era and France [was]
retreating to its borders…it took 6 million dead, martyred Algerians for France to end its
imperialist vision,' award-winning broadcaster and Lebanon-based journalist Laith Marouf
explained. 'Palestine definitely will require a higher price in human numbers than the liberation
of Algeria because Israel as a colony is the cornerstone and the jewel of American imperialism.
It [would] be stupid to think that the United States will let go of its imperialist era for a cheaper
price than 6 million people. It's the elite in the West saying that their God is Zionism, their
religion is Zionism, and they're pledging their allegiance...We know Biden is going to have to
face Trump, and both of them are going to have to champion, show that they are more Zionist
than the other...and they will sacrifice American soldiers for this pledge of allegiance', Marouf
warned.":
https://sputnikglobe.com/20240123/yemen-could-become-algeria-for-the-us-1116324291.html?
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>🤔 The U.S. and Britain are both getting drawn into Israel’s war. In Yemen they’ve bombed
the Houthi, who have targeted ships bound for Israel’s Red Sea port of Eilat, while over Gaza
they are also now conducting regular drone surveillance flights.
"BRITAIN HAS FLOWN 50 SPY MISSIONS OVER GAZA IN SUPPORT OF ISRAEL - The UK
military refuses to tell Declassified what intelligence it is sharing with Israel as we reveal the
extraordinary number of surveillance flights Britain is undertaking over Gaza from its base on
Cyprus" - Includes 8/33 min vid:
https://www.declassifieduk.org/britain-has-flown-50-spy-missions-over-gaza-in-support-of-israel/

>🔥 "The Devil thinks God is a fiction - Harari: ‘Human Rights Are Fiction, Just Like God’
- The comments were made in a recently unearthed video of Yuval Noah Harari" - Includes 1.29
min vid:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/the-devil-thinks-god-is-a-fiction/

>⚠ How's THIS for a rabbit hole?
"Meet Rabbit R1: A Petite Orange Box Redefining App Usage With AI Assistance - The
device's creator says it can learn to operate apps on your behalf - Imagine requesting an Uber
or ordering takeout by simply pressing a button and speaking your request"
(Excerpt:) "The device uses Rabbit's proprietary large action model to execute tasks, along with
OpenAI's GPT-4 model to understand your spoken requests. During my brief time trying it, I
asked the Rabbit R1 to play music and answer basic knowledge-based questions. The ears on
the animated rabbit icon shown on the screen adorably [To adore: to love and respect deeply; to
worship; venerate! There go all those beware-of-idols Scripture whizzing through my mind
again!] perked up when I held the side button to recite my command. I'll need to spend more
time with it before knowing how well it works as a personal assistant for getting things done
more quickly and efficiently than my phone.":
https://www.cnet.com/tech/mobile/meet-rabbit-r1-petite-orange-box-redefining-app-usage-ai-assi
stance/

>😳 "CHINA IS NOW MAKING FAKE WOMEN" - Includes 13.33 min vid (there's an ad at 2.10
min into the vid that lasts until 3.40) - This level of fakery is absolutely gobsmacking! Behold
how these poor, deluded sucker-in souls bow and scrape and enslave themselves for it! Strong,
spiritual-steroidal delusion!!:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/china-is-now-making-fake-women/

>👀 "Coming Soon to a 15-Minute City Near You: China’s Algorithms of Repression - In a
week 16,000 people's lives were ruined by a 'Pre-crime' app, called 'IJOP'" - Includes .57 sec
vid:
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/coming-soon-to-a-15-minute-city-near?utm_medium=ema
il#media-9d0ffb14-c661-42b6-ba67-cdd101e8494f

>😔 Lest we forget...
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"Autopsies confirm Covid-19 'Vaccines' cause Myocarditis and Death - New study from
doctors: Peter McCullough, Roger Hodkinson, William Makis, and Nicolas Hulscher" - Includes
2.12 min vid:
https://drtrozzi.substack.com/p/autopsies-confirm-covid-19-vaccines?

26 January

Exciting day here, as we're extracting our honey! We've only had our hives since
mid-November, and Hive 1 is burgeoning! Hive 1 is named Haven (aka Beehavin') and Hive 2 is
named Dazzle (aka Bedazzle). God bless and keep us all super sweet for the Saviour, busy
beelievin' and beethankin'! "For we are unto God a sweet savour of Christ." (2Cor.2:15a)

>🤨 “'Growing your own vegetables is bad for the planet' - Another blatant step in the
plan to control our food"
(Excerpt:) "Have you ever made a prediction and wished you’d recorded it? Last week, in a
phone conversation with a family member, they happened to mention growing their own
vegetables, and I said in reply 'Enjoy it while you can, they’re gonna start claiming it’s causing
climate change soon.' Literally four days later…" - Read this article to find out what happened,
and is happening! God bless and keep us all as we continue to "study to be quiet, and to do
[our] own business, and to work with [our] own hands." (1Thes.4:11) - And love and serve Jesus
with all our heart, mind, and soul!:
https://off-guardian.org/2024/01/24/growing-your-own-vegetables-is-bad-for-the-planet/

>🤔 Hungary to fall in line?
• "Hungary To Cease Opposition To 5 Billion-Euro Aid Package To Ukraine...Hungary has
indicated that it won't block a consensus at a meeting of European Union ambassadors on
Wednesday, where a deal on a larger $54 billion financial aid package is currently stuck.":
https://t.me/rtnews/55546
- and -
• "Europe is considering excluding Viktor Orban from EU voting if Hungary doesn't
support aid for Ukraine...MPs may take serious action at the February summit...which could
suspend Hungary's voting rights.":
https://t.me/rtnews/55629

>🔥 Notable items, imo, regarding the reins on Ukraine!
• "Belgorod plane attack: Why did Ukraine shoot down an aircraft carrying dozens of its
own soldiers?":
https://www.rt.com/russia/591250-american-weapons-zelensky-ukraine/
- and -
• "Is Zelensky going to start a nuclear war? Serious allegations: Ukraine secretly uranium
in Niger" - Includes 2.15 min vid.
(Excerpt:) "In a world precariously balanced on the knife-edge of catastrophe, the latest twist in
the Ukrainian odyssey, if proven, threatens to hurl us into the chasm. Ukraine's alleged covert
procurement of uranium from the heartlands of Niger transcends mere desperation; it's an
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incendiary revelation that lays bare the West's reckless gambit. Here stands Kiev, not merely as
a pawn but as a kamikaze proxy in a grand, nihilistic game orchestrated by the United States
and its EU and NATO vassals. These puppeteers, in their blind arrogance, have not only
weaponized Ukraine against Russia but have now hedged their bets as Ukraine (and the West)
face cosmic humiliation. This narrative transcends uranium; it is a scorching exposé of the
West's readiness to sacrifice Ukraine, to the last Ukrainian, on the altar of hegemonic self
preservation...":
https://islanderreports.substack.com/p/is-zelenskyy-going-to-start-a-nuclear

>⚠ Civil War 2.0 unfolding - as planned? (Flashback to 2005: "'Stop throwing the Constitution
in my face," President George W. Bush screamed back. "It's just a goddamned piece of paper!"
(Reference - https://rense.com/general69/paper.htm)
• "The Union, that is the 'United States' is Rupturing - Texas is now Empowered to 'Levy
War'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/the-union-that-is-the-united-state
s-is-rupturing-texas-is-now-empowered-to-levy-war
- and -
• "Now 25 out of 50 States Standing with Texas Against Federal Government; U.S. Primed
for Actual CIVIL WAR":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/now-25-out-of-50-states-standing
-with-texas-against-federal-government-u-s-primed-for-actual-civil-war
- and -
• "Joe Biden Gives Governor Greg Abbott A 24 Hour Ultimatum As The Border Standoff
Intensifies":
http://endoftheamericandream.com/joe-biden-gives-governor-greg-abbott-a-24-hour-ultimatum-a
s-the-border-standoff-intensifies/

>😭 How long, oh Lord!?! "And shall not God avenge His own elect, which cry day and night
unto him, though He bear long with them? I tell you that He will avenge them speedily.
Nevertheless when the Son of man cometh, shall He find faith on the earth?" (Lk.18:7-8) -
Warning: Distressing content, but, imo, warranted to be aware of such depravity coming from
so-called courts of justice!!
• "Canada Contemplates Offering Euthanasia To 12-Year Old Children":
https://capforcanada.com/canada-contemplates-offering-euthanasia-to-12-year-old-children/
- and -
• "California Crazy: Woman Who Stabbed Date 108 Times—Killing Him—Gets Only 100
Hours of Community Service"
(Excerpts:) "Despite ingesting a single toke of a standard pot leaf, Spejcher was launched into
an extended rage...Lawyers for Spejcher, an audiologist, argued that she wasn’t
responsible...because of her intoxicated state." - And with other states, countries hell bent on
legalising all manner of hallucinogens and psychedelics, can one see where this is headed?!
"The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy: But ye, brethren, are not in
darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief. Ye are all the children of light, and the
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children of the day: we are not of the night, nor of darkness. Therefore let us not sleep, as do
others; but let us watch and be sober." (Jn.10:10; 1Thes.5:4-6):
https://redstate.com/bobhoge/2024/01/25/california-crazy-woman-who-stabbed-date-108-timesk
illing-himgets-only-100-hours-of-community-service-n2169180

>⛔ "Humans will soon be worshipping AI chatbots as gods, experts warn - Lars
Holmquist, a professor of design and innovation at Nottingham Trent University, said
psychologists have historically proven that humans interpret interactions with computers like real
social relationships"
(Excerpt:) "[Lars] added: 'I think at the moment the role for AI and robots is more as an aide to
existing religious organisations and churches, much like commercial companies use AI to
understand and communicate with customers. I have not heard of any worship of software
entities yet, but I would not be surprised if it happens in the future!'":
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/humans-soon-worshipping-ai-chatbots-31950822

>🙄 Aye-ai-ai! AI falsely arrests an innocent man!
"Macy's and Sunglass Hut sued for $10M over face-recog arrest and 'sexual assault' -
Man, 61, cuffed and allegedly attacked after 'faulty' AI software blundered"
(Excerpt:) "'Murphy's story is tragic [said Murphy's lawyer]...But worse than that, it is scary for
everyone in this country. Any one of us could be improperly charged with a crime and jailed
based solely on error-prone facial recognition software. The companies that use this kind of
software know it has a high rate of false positives, but they still use it to positively identify
alleged criminals.'":
https://www.theregister.com/2024/01/24/macys_sunglass_hut_facial_recognition/

27 January

As you know, whilst compiling Key Updates items, I sometimes get rhymes. They just come. I
hope you don't mind that I share them with you? Here's one from today:
Hard to fathom? Hard to swallow? But in these findings, feel led to follow the trail of deceit,
rewrites and rites of those who hate Light and against it will fight tooth and tong with their
wrongs, thinking they're in the right, but it'll all come upon them like a thief in the night! "For
yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. For when
they shall say, 'Peace and safety'; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a
woman with child; and they shall not escape." (2Thes.5:2-3)

>🔎 A crucial point that the western mainstream media isn’t dwelling upon; namely, that the
Houthi are only targeting vessels linked to Israel, or the U.S. and Britain, as both support Israel.
All other shipping is being allowed through the Red Sea unhindered. Is what's happening a
precursor to "...all the company in ships, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar
off...Alas, alas, that great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of
her costliness! for in one hour is she made desolate"? (Rev.18:17b,19b):
• "Al-Houthi: Targeting of Israel-linked ships in Red Sea will continue":
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https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/01/25/718884/Yemen-Ansarullah-leader-al-Houthi-Red-Sea-at
tacks
- and -
• "Red Sea traffic is actually about normal apart from Israel-linked ships"
(Excerpts:) "...why doesn’t Biden engage the group diplomatically instead of bombarding their
ports and cities?...The administration and their allies in the media continue to imply that the
traffic in the Red Sea is at historic lows due to the 'indiscriminate' attacks on commercial ships
by the Houthis. But that is not the case. On Monday, Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein
Amir-Abdollahian (in a visit to the United Nations) produced documentary evidence that traffic in
the Red Sea remains relatively normal excluding the fact that Israel-linked ships are prevented
from sailing the waterway. In other words, the western media is deliberately misleading the
American people to accelerate the rush to war.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/red-sea-traffic-is-actually-about-normal-apart-from-israeli-linke
d-ships/

>🤨 "UN Court Orders Israel To Take Measures To Avoid Acts Of Genocide In Gaza, No
Cease-Fire"
(Excerpts:) "A decision on the broader allegations of genocide, legal experts say, could take
years...Decisions by the ICJ cannot be appealed, but the court itself has no means to enforce its
rulings.":
https://www.rferl.org/a/icj-emergency-ruling-israel-genocide-south-africa/32792783.html

>💯% a Must-Watch! A brave truth-teller!
"Dr Peter Gøtzsche exposes big pharma as organized crime" - Includes 7.42 min vid
(Two quotes from the video:) "It's not popular to tell the truth in healthcare, you will get a lot of
enemies because a lot of people make money on false premises - doctors and industry alike.
And our drug regulators and our politicians are on board this wagon. Very few people are
dependent of money in healthcare." - and - "The [pharmaceutical] crimes have increased,
because when crime pays, you have more crime. That's how capitalism works.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/dr-peter-gotzsche-exposes-big-pharma-as-organized-crime/

>💥 "FDA Passes* New 'Medical Research Laws' Doing Away With 'Informed Consent,'
Making Us All Human Guinea Pigs, As 'Sudden Adult Death Syndrome' Tops Search On
Google":
http://allnewspipeline.com/FDA_Does_Away_With_Informed_Consent_Making_Us_All_Human_
Guinea_Pigs.php
* "Institutional Review Board Waiver or Alteration of Informed Consent for Minimal Risk
Clinical Investigations" - published 21 December 2023, effective 22 January 2024:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/12/21/2023-27935/institutional-review-board-w
aiver-or-alteration-of-informed-consent-for-minimal-risk-clinical

>🔊 "Japan’s Growing Militarism: The Drums of War in Support of the American Empire"
(Excerpts:) "The irony is that the US dropped two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki...Instead of being neutral, Japan has chosen to become a vassal state..making
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strategic decisions to join their US and NATO allies in preparation for a global war...Japan has
dominated the Okinawan people, formerly known as the Ryukyuan...and their assimilation policy
[since the early 13th century] led to the destruction of the culture, language, the political
landscape and, most of all, the land of the Okinawan people...Okinawa has more than 32 [US]
bases on the Ryukyu Islands and more than 20 bases on the main island of Okinawa...As of
today, the Japanese and American governments are still not listening to the Okinawan people.":
https://silentcrownews.com/?p=8179

>⚠ "2024 ‘X’ Solar Eclipse: Coincidence Or Final Warning?" - Although I prefer not to
share items from Harbingers Daily, due to their pro-Israel and Pre-Trib stances, this one is
interesting in regarding to the...
(Excerpts - underlines my emphasis:) "...solar eclipse that will cross the U.S. on April 8, 2024.
This eclipse sparks added interest among prophecy watchers because of its relationship to
another darkening of the sun that occurred on August 21, 2017. The two eclipses, seven years
apart, will form an X [Any correlation with the WEF-WHO-touted Disease X?] on America [see
article for projected image of this] intersecting at Little Egypt, a small town in southern Illinois. Is
this just a coincidence, or is it the Lord’s way of alerting America that judgment is on the way?":
https://harbingersdaily.com/2024-x-solar-eclipse-coincidence-or-final-warning/

>🍷🍺 "Saudi Arabia opens its first liquor store in over 70 years" -With restrictions!:
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/middle-east/article/3249672/saudi-arabia-opens-its-first-liquo
r-store-over-70-years

28 January

>💯 Thoughts are real with real power to heal or to harm! "For as he thinketh in his heart,
so is he. Commit thy works unto the Lord, and thy thoughts shall be established." (Prov.23:7a;
16:3) Very thought-provoking, less-than-a-minute vid with lifetime implications and
consequences!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/3567116070225829

>💥 "We’re at that 1938 moment" - A must-read, imo! Please at least view the 3 maps in this
article, which are labelled:
1. Regional conflicts in Europe and the Middle East
2. Multiple flashpoints in the Western Pacific and Asia
3. Most concerning – an invasion across the southern border and dumpster fires in the
Americas:
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/01/were-that-1938-moment/

>🤔 "The Death of Nationality" - Dismantle, unravel, the globalists' gavel continues to raze
towards revealing and raising up the AC!:
(Excerpts:) "What meaning does a flag have in a Tower of Babel?...What does it mean to have a
flag and a national anthem when there is no nation?":
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2024/01/27/the-death-of-nationality/
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>😤 "MHB 2024 Central Europe Conference - Parenting Options for European Gay Men -
April 26-28, 2024" - "The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they
declare their sin as Sodom, they hide it not. Woe unto their soul! for they have rewarded evil
unto themselves. Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them in like manner,
giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example,
suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat,
they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded; but the same day that Lot went
out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all. Even thus shall
it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed. (Isa.3:9; Jude 1:7; LK.17:28-30):
https://www.menhavingbabies.org/surrogacy-seminars/berlin/?ref=truth11.com

29 January

God help us!This war is not for the faith-hearted, feeble-minded, faulty-thinking, confused and
crumbling, stumbling, bumbling due to copious ingesting of the Luciferian lies so menacing,
cloaked in robes of horns to halos, tossing humanity to and fro*. Stand, therefore, God help us,
steady, on the wall, calm, firm and ready, girt up, focused on the Fact that Jesus said, "I'm
coming back!" *(See Job 2:2; Joel 2:9; Amos 8:12 [They "shall not find it" because they're
blinded by the god of this world?! 2Cor.4:4]; Eph.4:14)

>💉 "CONFIRMED: BIO WEAPON INJECTIONS - US Supreme Court Ruling: Covid
Vaccines Are NOT Vaccines"
(Excerpts:) "Robert F. Kennedy Jr. won his case against all pharmaceutical lobbyists. Covid-19
vaccines are NOT vaccines. In its decision, the Supreme Court confirms that the harm caused
by Covid mRNA gene therapies is IRREPARABLE. Since the Supreme Court is the highest
court in the United States, there are no further appeals and all avenues of appeal have been
exhausted. In a statement, Robert F. Kennedy emphasised that this success was only possible
because of the international cooperation of a large number of lawyers and scientists. Naturally,
this ruling sets a precedent internationally...NO media reports on this, neither in Switzerland nor
in Europe...It is very likely that, if news of the historic ruling ever circulates, it will circulate late to
allow the corrupt medical class, aligned to the positions of the pharmaceutical lobbies, to get as
far ahead as possible with the vaccination campaign...We therefore INVITE all honest people of
good will to give the maximum dissemination to this historic JUDGMENT of the U.S. Supreme
Court, for our own good, but especially for that of our children and grandchildren…Let us not
allow lobbyists to irreparably ruin our health and endanger our lives.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/confirmed-bio-weapon-injections-us-supreme-court-ruling/

>👀 “CV19 Vax is Anti-Christ Technology – Karen Kingston" - Includes 1 hr 6 min vid.
(Excerpts:) "She was the first to say the CV19 vax was created to hurt and kill people...[and]
warn people not to take the CV19 vax...Recently, the Surgeon General of Florida called it the
anti-Christ technology...so-called 'Pandemic Agreement' being pushed by the UN’s WHO...are
not going to have any regard for human rights. 140 nations have come back and say we have
amendments we want to make to it...They also want to manufacture the vaccines...they want a
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piece of the profits...[the crims] do not want to give up royalties...don’t want people to know what
they were injected with...In short, the “Pandemic Agreement” does not look like it is going to be
approved and implemented...Ken Paxton’s (Texas Attorney General) case against Pfizer. Paxton
is suing the company for fraud over their CV19 vax...class action lawsuit [The above-listed
Supreme Court ruling, saying covidvx syringerapes are not vaccines, should certainly give this
and other lawsuits cause for traction and victory!?]...There is much more in the 1-hour and
6-minute in-depth interview.":
https://usawatchdog.com/cv19-vax-is-anti-christ-technology-karen-kingston/

>🔥 A MUST "WATCH: Israeli Media Admits Hamas Atrocity Propaganda Was Made Up to
Drum Up Support for War" - Israeli media outlet Channel 13 is now openly admitting that
Israeli officials made up Hamas atrocity propaganda about babies on October 7 being killed en
masse, baked in an oven and so on to drum up support for Israel's war in Gaza" - Includes 4.14
min vid:
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64258

>🔎 "Nonviolent Strategy to Halt the Genocide in Gaza, Liberate Palestine and Defeat the
Global Technocracy" - Imo, the main takeaway of his piece is in understanding the
all-encompassing strategy to set the world up for the AC's culminatory reveal and total-overt
rule!
(Excerpts:) "In accordance with its long-planned, detailed and comprehensive blueprint labeled
‘The Great Reset’, the Global Elite is currently implementing its program to reshape world order,
kill off a substantial proportion of the human population, enclose the Commons ‘forever’, transfer
all remaining wealth to the Elite and enslave those left alive in one of their technocratic ‘smart
city’ prisons...The methods for killing off people include the mandatory ‘Covid-19’ injection,
which has killed at least 17,000,000 people worldwide so far...electromagnetic
radiation...geoengineered disasters...old and reliable favorites such as war and genocide...this
genocide against the Palestinians...is simply exploiting longstanding Zionist aspirations to play a
key part in fulfilling a wider Elite program...it is neither the Israeli government nor the
government of the United States orchestrating this genocide...it has never troubled the Elite
(and thus its agents) about what might appear to be happening...For the Elite, ‘winning’ or
‘losing’...is not important...[their] wars killed millions of people (mainly civilians), enslaved many
people...transferred enormous wealth to the Elite in a wide range of ways and consolidated Elite
control...Elite agents...do as they are directed, and morality of any kind is not a consideration.":
https://www.globalresearch.ca/nonviolent-strategy-to-halt-the-genocide-in-gaza-liberate-palestin
e-and-defeat-the-global-technocracy/5847359

>💥 "POWDERKEG*: HOW MODERN CONDITIONS ARE PRIMING SOCIETY TO
EMBRACE THE BEAST SYSTEM, RIGHT UNDER THE NOSE OF A SLEEPING
CHURCH…ARTICLE 11, CONDITIONING OUR CHILDREN TO BE SEXUALLY EXPLOITED"
(Excerpts:) "...activities such as harvesting fetal tissue aren’t efforts we seem to ethically
oppose. We’ve tolerated and even embraced being surveilled and having our location monitored
for years now. Euthanasia is already legally occurring in some places of the world...Considering
what is already possible and allowed, who can say that we won’t embrace even worse
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monstrosities? [World] culture, by and large, reflects the work of society’s [Satanic] sculptors, a
mastermind manipulator, carefully crafting for centuries, to bring mankind to a point of
wreckage, loss, and self-destruction. His culpability is often anonymous, and his very existence
is denied by many who unwittingly follow him. His agents work diligently to foster within the
populace the readiness to adopt his manifestations. It is a global, large-scale shaping for the
acceptance of monstrosities like those that are foretold in the book of Revelation. It is crowd
control; the masses are being groomed to embrace the unthinkable amidst a post-Christian
nation." - And worldwide!:
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2024/01/28/powderkeg-11/
*I've been following this Powderkeg series. For those who are keen to (and haven't already)
catch and keep up on this series, here are the links for the series' installments:
0-5
https://www.skywatchtv.com/page/2/?s=Powderkeg+series
6-10
https://www.skywatchtv.com/?s=Powderkeg+series

>👏Wow, I love this! Little kiddos wanna do meaningful stuff! Rather than luggin' 'em around
like a handbag, keep 'em learning and engaged!
"Grocery Worker Rescues Mom By Asking a Crying Toddler if She Wants to Scan Items
(WATCH)" - Includes .55 sec vid:
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/supermarket-worker-helps-mom-by-picking-up-her-crying-tod
dler-and-scanning-items-with-her/

30 January

>💥 The word on the street is:
• "Was attack on the US base a false flag?"
(Excerpts:) "Main media said Jordan was the location, when the attack was actually in Syria.
(Military Summary Channel – it was Syria near NE Jordan border)...An attack on Jordan would
be more shocking, as US bases in Syria have been attacked before. It smacks of
media/government collusion to create the necessary shock/red flag to trigger war with Iran." -
This link includes a 1.23.58 vid which I haven't nor plan to watch.:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/was-attack-on-us-base-false-flag/
- and -
• However, I did locate and watched the first part of this 26.10 min vid which states that the
attack on Tower 22 could very well have been a meticulously crafted false-flag operation.:
https://www.youtube.com/live/bxJ6aFbWD_U?feature=shared
Continue to DYOR! Do your own research!
- and -
• "‘Target Tehran’: Republican Senators Call For Retaliation After 3 U.S. Troops Killed By
‘Iran-Backed’ Strike [at Tower 22] - that injured another 25 service members"
(Excerpts:) "...they were not the first Americans to die during military operations since the
Israel-Gaza war began in October. On October 19, 2023, a U.S. civilian contractor at the Ain
al-Assad base in Syria died from cardiac arrest...In January, two Navy SEALS were reported
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missing while searching for Iranian weapons off the coast of Somalia...The search for the
missing SEALs was called off ten days later...The U.S. maintains a significant troop presence in
the Middle East, with about 2,500 troops located in Iraq...900 in Syria...Jordan... hosts about
3,000 American troops...The troops at Tower 22 were the first U.S. service members killed in a
direct attack in the widening conflict across the Middle East.":
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zacharyfolk/2024/01/28/target-tehran-republican-senators--call-for-
retaliation-after-3-us-troops-killed-by-iran-backed-strike/
- and -
• "Iran says it has no link to drone strike in Jordan that killed US soldiers":
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/world/iran-says-it-has-no-link-drone-strike-jordan-killed-us-so
ldiers-4081846

>🤔 "Who is the prince of Persia in Daniel 10?":
https://www.gotquestions.org/prince-of-Persia.html
- and -
Go to: https://www.propheciesofdaniel.com/
Where you will find 13 excellent and informative videos which explain in visual detail the
prophecies in the book of Daniel.

>😭 "War on Gaza: Women cut up tents for period products - Displaced women and girls
in Gaza are unable to manage their menstrual hygiene, while new mothers endure
C-sections without anesthesia":
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/war-gaza-women-cut-tents-period-products-and-endure-c-
sections-without-anaesthesia

>⚠ "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound
mind." (2Tim.1:7)
"WHO: Those Failing to Comply with NWO Will Be Killed by ‘Disease X’"
(Excerpts:) "The head of the WHO has warned sovereign nations that those states that refuse to
comply with the globalists’ 'New Order', [to] be ushered in when states sign the United Nations
'health' agency’s 'Pandemic Treaty', will pay the price when so-called 'Disease X' is unleashed
on the public. By signing the treaty, countries will enable the United Nations (UN) and WHO [to]
be establish an unelected single world government. Under the condition of the treaty, nations
will need to surrender their powers to the UN for the sake of the 'New Order'...Under this treaty,
the entire eight billion people in the world would see their data being digitized and tied to the
digital ID and central bank digital currency...renewed 24/7 fear campaign has been
launched...totally ignoring the tide of excess mortality resulting from the COVID-19
‘vaccine'...the idea of Disease X was first developed by a WHO expert committee made up of
virologists and disease experts between 2017 and 2018.":
https://newsaddicts.com/who-those-failing-comply-nwo-killed-disease-x/

>🔥 "WEF Totalitarians Seek To Euthanize The West"
(Excerpts:) "The fear-inducing power of such malevolent lies does not tend to last. It is why
Central and Eastern Europeans rebelled against Soviet communism and collapsed the Iron
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Curtain. It is why the Chinese Communist Party is so desperate to legitimize its totalitarianism
with the pretext that it divinely operates under a 'Mandate of Heaven'. It is why the Canadian
'Freedom Convoy' confronted Justin Trudeau’s tyranny. It is why Dutch, Polish, German,
Romanian, Irish, and French farmers are fighting back against insane 'green' policies today.
[And the "It-is-why" list goes on and on!] Because Klaus Schwab’s evil club has effectively
disenfranchised the people, there is now a growing popular revolt throughout the West that
could easily combust into an anti-Establishment 'Reign of Terror'. [Which would play right into
the AC's plans, ie "Ordo Ab Chao" - Order Out of Chaos?] The WEF desires the West’s suicide.
Let us band together and choose life instead." - "Eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord!"
(Jn.6:23b) God bless and keep us all remembering, even in the midst of the peril meted out by
these feral creatures, that “that Wicked [shall] be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of His mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming: Even him, whose
coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with all
deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of
the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie: That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had
pleasure in unrighteousness. But we are bound to give thanks alway to God for you, brethren
beloved of the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through
sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the truth: Whereunto He called you by our gospel, to the
obtaining of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ.Therefore, brethren, stand fast, and hold the
traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word, or our epistle. Now our Lord Jesus
Christ Himself, and God, even our Father, which hath loved us, and hath given us everlasting
consolation and good hope through grace, comfort your hearts, and stablish you in every good
word and work." (2Thes.2:8-17):
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/wef-totalitarians-seek-to-euthanize-the-west/

>😳 Now, THAT'S how it's done! Historical-style slingshotting! (Pardon a bit of foul language
on this one, but it's this guy's reaction to the David vs Goliath "re-enactment"!) - Less than a min
vid:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1049841153033068

>💖 Something to crow about, for sure! I love this!🥰Wait until you see it ask to be brushed!
The intelligence of crows is astounding! - Less than a min vid:
https://fb.watch/pT_VTgrNFb/

***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide newsworthy
insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is with sincerity of
intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in order to broaden and/or
expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By implementing due diligence,
decipherability, common sense and a large measure of Christian-based foundation, the
selection of this content has been presented with the intention to provide value to the
readership. Although applying great attention to detail, as a matter of course, not all publicised
opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a full representation of our personal beliefs.
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Mainstream media are bound to their limited guidelines and governances; whereas, we
endeavor to offer another side of the coin, with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort
to reveal real and factual news stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to
embark on their own research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves
the material therein.


